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CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 561 Anal Sex Passion: Ep39 

"And we ended up knocking over her laptop and breaking the screen! Yeah, I remember, she got so 

mad!" Nick interrupted cheerfully, grinning back at Tessa and nodding as his mind went back to that 

particular event. His voice was raspy with anticipation and the feel of Tessa's tiny hand caressing his fat 

dong through his pants made him even harder as 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 562 Anal Sex Passion: Ep40 

The sound of Tessa's melodious voice and the playfully naughty invitation in her words jolted Nick into 

instant action. Not bothering to reply and not even trying to unglue his eyes from the glorious vision of 

Tessa's fabulous bouncy tits, Nick got rid of his clothes as if they were on fire and sat back against the 

pillows, taking in the glorious s 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 563 Anal Sex Passion: Ep41 

Enraptured by the fleshy plumpness of her buttcheeks overflowing his palms and by the heavenly vision 

of her adorable pink asshole winking invitingly at him right above the nectar-glossy entrance of her 

virgin slit, Nick growled with pleasure as soon as the liquid heat of Tessa's mouth engulfed his bloated 

cockhead and swiftly descended down along 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 564 Anal Sex Passion: Ep42 

As much as she loved to sloppily nurse on Nick's incredible dick through the chain of back-to-back 

climaxes that he was gifting her by literally making out with her oversensitive little hineyhole, Tessa 

started having real trouble remaining focused on pleasuring his massive sausage when Nick shifted gears 

and began dividing his oral attentions betw 

 

 

 



CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 565 Anal Sex Passion: Ep43 

Gushing her girlcum all over his face, her masterfully licked asshole clamping and nibbling lewdly on his 

probing tongue as her mouth drooled rivers of spittle all over his furiously throat-plowing shaft, Tessa 

was snapped out of her gurgling, nearly breathless state of incessant climax only when she felt Nick's 

huge balls tightening in her caressi 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 566 Anal Sex Passion: Ep44 

Wiggling her booty back against Nick's fat pole and shivering in irrepressible anticipation, Tessa turned 

her head toward him and her lips immediately found his. Their kissing resuming at a slower, more 

intimate pace and their moans filled the room while he nudged his bulbous tip against the soft, saliva-

drenched pucker of her asshole and started p 

 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 567 Anal Sex Passion: Ep45 

Unable to resist, Nick gritted his teeth even as he smashed his lips onto Tessa's panting mouth and 

traded wild kisses with her, his hips meanwhile pushing forward and driving his monstercock deeper 

into her narrow anal passage. Lathered with spit and eagerly relaxed for his invasion as Tessa's asshole 

was, it still remained so snug and clingy arou 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 568 Anal Sex Passion: Ep46 

Holding her possessively in his arms, spooning her so close that he felt like they were joined into one 

body, much like his enormous cock and her tight little asshole were fused flawlessly together like a lock 

and key made to match and open worlds of shared assgasmic bliss reserved only to the two of them, 

Nick nuzzled Tessa's neck and cheeks and b 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 569 Anal Sex Passion: Ep47 



Mostly though, Nick just stuck to a mild-paced, steady butt-stuffing rhythm that allowed him to truly 

savor in full the insanely pleasurable, lewdly unique way in which his beloved Tessa's overdilated little 

sphincter nursed on his shaft as he slid in and out of her forbidden hole while her creamy, snug anal 

walls massaged his pole as he kept immer 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 570 Anal Sex Passion: Ep48 

"Fuck, Tess! You're so beautiful. So fucking beautiful... Your ass, is... It's perfect. Fuck," Nick dreamily 

mumbled, massaging and kneading her big fleshy buns even as Tessa reached a hand to her girlcum-

soaked pussy and started lazily rubbing her clit. "You have the best ass ever! Holy fuck, I can't even 

explain it... It feels so good inside, so 

 

 

 


